Easter ideas to try at home
Easter Gardens
A link to a lovely video about creating an Easter Garden. Good for KS1.
https://request.org.uk/restart/2017/02/23/make-an-easter-garden/
We would love to see your Easter Gardens! Could you take a photo of your
Easter Garden and post it onto our school web site?
Eggsellent Easter Science
•

Investigate how you can drop an egg without it breaking! Make sure you drop the egg from a safe
place with an adult to help you. Examples of materials you could use are old newspapers, balloons,
masking or sellotape, fabric scraps, bubble wrap, bin liner, string. Could you construct a parachute
for your egg or wrap it up to cushion it? Have a competition with other members of your family!

•

I have included a link here for some Easter science activities. Parents please note that these
activities will require supervision and there are adverts on this site.
https://funlearningforkids.com/easter-science-and-stem-activities-for-kids/

Easter baking
•

Try some Easter baking – to help you get started we have included three recipes for you. Don’t
worry if you can’t get all of the ingredients – try adapting them with alternative ingredients.

Eggsciting Easter Crafts
•

Easter cards – Make an Easter card for someone you know who is isolated at the moment. Write a
message in it to let them know you are thinking about them. You may be able to post it or ask an
adult to help you deliver it safely to their house.

•
•

Make a family of chicks from egg boxes and scraps of paper and card.
Blow an egg and decorate it in the image of a favourite
character or celebrity. Design scenery in a box for your egg
character.
Make a split pin Easter chick
There are lots of ideas for Easter crafts on the
internet – make sure you search safely with an
adult.

•
•

Outdoor or indoor activities
•

•
•
•

•
•

Scavenger hunts. Scavenger hunts are a great way to get moving and have some fun at the same
time. A scavenger hunt can be either inside or outside and is usually based on a theme. If you have
a garden, you could do a spring themed hunt or a 5 senses hunt. The list is endless. I have attached
some ideas for you to adapt including an Easter scavenger hunt. You can make up your own ideas
and challenge your family.
Organise an Easter egg hunt with clues to each egg.
Have an egg and spoon race.
Hold an Easter Egg Roll race to see who wins! This traditional game is usually played with hardboiled, decorated eggs, so grab the paints and get creative with your racing eggs before you set off
for the big roll. You could adapt this for indoors and make a slope! Time your eggs or roll them
round a course you have designed.
Play Easter bingo. Design your own bingo cards like the ones in the
picture.
Easter eggs-ercises – You could write each exercise onto a strip of
paper and put them into plastic eggs or write them onto egg shaped
pieces of card or paper. Exercises could include bunny hops, frog
hops, star jumps, pencil rolls, hops, jumps, giant leaps, side steps etc.

Easter Maths
•

Try the Easter maths challenges we have put on the web site.

Easter Reading
•
•
•
•

How about getting your teeth into Charlie and the Chocolate factory by Roald Dahl this Easter!
The Tale of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter
The Tales of Benjamin Bunny by Beatrix Potter
Listen to Michael Rosen’s hilarious performance of his famous poem – Chocolate Cake https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BxQLITdOOc (Parents please note this is a link to
youtube).

We hope that you all have a happy Easter and have lots of fun with your family!

